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Supplies:   
     

One pair of silver add-a-bead ear wires TierraCast® 90-1120-00 

3”   Silver cable chain 

4    Medium sized oval jump rings 

3”   20g Artistic Wire® silver wire 

 

 

Instructions: 

 

Step 1: Slip on (1) 4mm #5810 Eden Green pearl onto one add-a-bead ear wire. Turn a loop. Repeat for the second pair and 
set aside. 

Step 2: Cut the 3” of wire into two equal pieces. Using (1) wire, turn a loop on one end. On to one piece of wire, slip on (1) 4mm #5810 Eden Green 
pearl and (1) 10mm #5810 Eden Green pearl. Turn a simple loop on the open end. Repeat for the second pair and set aside. 

Step 3: Using the 3” chain, cut into two equal pieces. Set aside. 

Step 4: Add (1) medium sized oval jump ring onto (1) 9mm #6431 Princess Cut pendant in Crystal Vitrail Green. Add one piece of chain made in 
step 3 to the jump ring on the back side of the pendant. Next, attach the jump ring to the simple loop on the 4mm pearl side of the component 
made in step 2. Close jump ring. Repeat this step for the second pair. Set aside.  

Step 5: Add (1) medium sized oval jump ring onto (1) 11.5mm #6431 Princess Cut pendant in Crystal Vitrail Green. Attach the jump ring to the open 
end of the chain made in the component from step 4. Close jump ring. Repeat this step for the second pair. Set aside. 

Step 6: Attach one ear wire component made in step 1 to the loop closest to the 10mm pearl made in step 2. Close ear wire. Repeat this step for the 
second pair. 

Product Group Article No. Amount Size Color Color Code 

 Crystal Pearls 5810 4 pcs 4mm Crystal Eden Green 001 2014 

 Crystal Pearls 5810 2 pcs 10mm Crystal Eden Green 001 2014 
 

 Pendants 6431 2 pcs 9mm Crystal Vitrail Medium 001 VM 

 Pendants 6431 2 pcs 11.5mm Crystal Vitrail Medium 001 VM 
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